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SHEPHERD PLUS BENEFITS

Technology upgrade •  Results in a 200% increase in parentage assignment 
power using DNA alone

Increase in DNA marker count •  Much less reliance on management data

Multi-sire mating •  More ewes pregnant to stud Rams in first cycle

No need for manual pedigree 
recording

•  Reduce labour costs and the cost of pedigree 
recording errors at mating as well as lambing

Stud breeding in commercial 
conditions

•  Traditional country can be intensively utilised, 
while scaling up breeding operations on the hills

MyoMAX®, LoinMAX® and 
Inverdale® inside!

•  More value, more genetic gain, more Ram sales

Seamless integration with SIL® •  Better pedigree = better BVs = more genetic gain

Know what you don’t know.
 

Shepherd Plus is the latest DNA based 
Parentage Solution.

Shepherd Plus is an advance on the well 
established Shepherd Technology, offering more 
features with less effort for more Genetic Gain.

Manual recording, records only what is seen. It is 
possible to record a pedigree which is completely 
incorrect e.g. if an unscheduled mating is not 
observed or a marking harness fails. 

DNA works very differently. The accuracy of 
pedigree and breeding values is known and can 
be managed to maximise Genetic Gain.



How does Shepherd Plus work?
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Shepherd: 
•  Standard Microsatellite 

Technology
• 49% Unique Assignments

Shepherd Plus: 
• Advanced SNP Technology 
• 96% Unique Asignments

With no Management Data: 
• No Lambing or Mating groups 
• No Scanning data



Shepherd was the ticket for me getting involved in the Kelso Stud flock back in 2004. It brought 
a ‘new age’ to how stud flocks could be run and managed, helping keep a strong commercial 
angle on all aspects. Allowing stud sheep to be run in country that would not have been 
regarded as stud country, this I believe is for the better of the sheep industry as a whole. With 
shepherd it is very easy to remove ‘emotion’ from the stud process and keep the focus totally 
objective. The ability to have multi sire mating groups are a big plus for on farm management, 
and also multi sire lambing groups remove any environmental effects that may have a impact 
on survival and other key traits such as growth. Ultimately Shepherd fits with our policy of 
getting more from less, as we strive to breed a more easy care highly efficient sheep. 
Matt Holden, Kelso

In 2004 we began using 
Pfizer Animal Genetics 
DNA Parentage product 
Shepherd to identify lambs. 
While benefitting from 
greater utilisation of the 
property and enabling us 
to get more ewes to the 
ram, using DNA parentage 
also allows management 
of a fully recorded flock 
in commercial farming 
conditions.  With no more 
single sire mating, multiple 
sire mating and lambing 
can now occur on all our 
hill country.
Rick Spence,  
St Leger Superior Genetics

Although we have lambed our commercial ewes on the 
hill unshepherded for a number of years, until this last 
year we have lambed our stud ewes in the paddocks so 
as to tag lambs. This year we have made the decision to 
lamb them on the hill unshepherded also. We can do this 
due to DNA technology available through Pfizer Animal 
Health. By blood testing our sires and ewes we will be 
able to determine the parentage of the lambs through 
their own DNA. This will reflect more what many of our 
clients are doing now. Due to the terrain of their farms 
they don’t shepherd their sheep. This goes along with  
our philosophy to breed a low input, low cost sheep  
that still performs.
Andrew Tripp,  
Nithdale Genetics

The use of DNA technology has played a significant part of our genetic operation.  
The biggest impact would be the use of the Shepherd programme identifying the sire and 
the dam through DNA. This allows us to run bigger mobs at mating to conserve feed and 
also so we have enough different paddocks for all the mating groups. Lambing has also 
been made possible without another experienced labour unit by having the DNA mob out 
separately and not having to tag their lambs at birth. 

The turnaround in getting the parentage results back have been excellent so we can make 
early decisions in any culling or selections we have to make.
Hamish Bielski,  
Mount Linton Station
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